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The positive affect of rewards is an important contributor to

well-being. Reward involves components of pleasure ‘liking’,

motivation ‘wanting’, and learning. ‘Liking’ refers to the hedonic

impact of positive events, with underlying mechanisms that

include hedonic hotspots in limbic brain structures that amplify’

liking’ reactions. ‘Wanting’ refers to incentive salience, a

motivational process that makes reward cues attractive and

able to trigger craving for their reward, mediated by larger

dopamine-related mesocorticolimbic networks. Under normal

conditions, ‘liking’ and ‘wanting’ cohere. However,’ liking’ and

‘wanting’ can be dissociated by alterations in neural signaling,

either induced in animal neuroscience laboratories or arising

spontaneously in addictions and other affective disorders,

which can be detrimental to positive well-being.
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Introduction
Positive affect occurs during emotional reactions that

typically occur consciously as subjective experiences.

But positive affective reactions also exist as measurable

objective processes, which in some conditions can be

unconscious [1–3]. In this review, we will focus on neural

mechanisms of basic core processes of positive affect,

namely of reward ‘liking’ and ‘wanting’. These core

processes can be objectively measured, but also contrib-

ute to subjective experiences of positive affect when

elaborated into consciousness. The brain mechanisms

of ‘liking’ and ‘wanting’ discussed here contribute to

diverse sensory, social and cultural pleasures, and perhaps

even to overall happiness [2,3].
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Reward is a psychological composite that contains three

core components: 1) ‘liking’ or pleasure, 2) ‘wanting’ or

the motivation to obtain pleasure, and 3) learning and

prediction of future values. We use the term ‘liking’ to

refer to positive hedonic impact or core affective process

within pleasure that can be objectively measured. We put

‘liking’ in quotation marks to distinguish the core process

from the ordinary meaning of the word liking as conscious

pleasure. Similarly, we use the term ‘wanting’ to refer to

the core process of incentive salience, a mesocorticolim-

bic motivational process that makes rewards and their

cues attention-grabbing, attractive, and able to motivate

pursuit and consumption. ‘Wanting’ contributes urgency

to many consciously experienced desires, but ‘wanting’

can occur without conscious awareness in some conditions

[1,2].

‘Wanting’ and ‘liking’ evolved together, and are medi-

ated by intertwined brain mechanisms, so the two

processes usually arise together in normal life. But

‘liking’ and ‘wanting’ can also come apart in some

conditions, because their neural mechanisms are sepa-

rable [4–6]. Separation can produce intense and nar-

rowly focused ‘wants’, such as addictions, and even

produce maladaptive ‘wanting what hurts’, as discussed

below.

Hedonic ‘liking’ reactions
Human neuroimaging studies indicate that overlapping

hedonic brain systems are activated by diverse sensory

pleasures and by higher order social, cognitive and cul-

tural pleasures such as music [2,3,7,8]. Therefore, insights

into how hedonic circuitry generates the hedonic impact

or ‘liking’ of sensory pleasures such as food, which comes

mostly from animal studies, may also give insights into

understanding how diverse other pleasures are generated

in both animals and humans. From an evolutionary per-

spective, neural circuitry that evolved originally for sen-

sory pleasures has likely been co-opted by human evo-

lution into service of higher-order cultural pleasures, and

serves as a mechanism to weigh the value of one reward to

another.

A useful way to objectively measure sensory ‘liking’

reactions comes from affective orofacial expressions eli-

cited by sweet versus bitter tastes in human infants, non-

human primates, and rodents [9,10]. For example, in all

these a squirt of sweet sugar water in the mouth elicits

positive ‘liking’ facial expressions, including lip licking.

Conversely, a squirt of bitter quinine elicits negative
www.sciencedirect.com
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‘disgust’ expressions, including mouth gapes and

headshakes.

Those ‘liking’ versus ‘disgust’ expressions reflect the

hedonic impact of tastes, and are not mere reflexes to

sweet or bitter sensation. For example, hunger increases

‘liking’ for sweetness whereas satiety reduces ‘liking’,

sodium appetite states switch reactions to intense saltiness

from ‘disgust’ to ‘liking’, and learned taste preferences or

learned taste aversions can similarly reverse ‘liking’ and

‘disgust’ expressions to a particular taste [11].

Neural mechanisms of ‘liking’
A coordinated network of small brain ‘hedonic hotspots’,

when one is appropriately stimulated, interact together to

enhance ‘liking’ reactions (Figure 1). Hedonic hotspots

exist in the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and insula cortex,

nucleus accumbens (NAc), ventral pallidum (VP), and the

pontine parabrachial nucleus. In a hotspot, a microinjec-

tion of opioid-stimulating drugs, endocannabinoid-

stimulating drugs, orexin, GABA or benzodiazepines

can enhance ‘liking’. Each hotspot is only 1 to several

cubic millimeters volume in the rat brain, or approxi-

mately 1 to several cubic centimeters when translated to

the size of a human brain, and comprises only a portion of

its containing structure. Microinjections of the same

drugs outside of the hotspots, even if within the same
Figure 1
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Brain circuitry underlying ‘wanting’ (distributed dopamine-related circuitry in

hotspots in yellow, where opioid, endocannabinoid and related stimulations
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brain structure, fail to increase ‘liking’ reactions to sucrose

and can even suppress’ liking’ when administered tocertain

‘hedonic coldspot’ sites that reduce positive hedonic

impact. Evidence suggests activation of one hotspot also

recruits activation of other hotspots unanimously, so that

the entire network comes on as a unified circuit. Preventing

unanimous recruitment after an opioid microinjection in a

hotspot, for instance by simultaneously microinjecting an

opioid blocking drug in another hotspot, prevents enhance-

ment of ‘liking’ reactions, suggesting that circuit unanimity

is required for hedonic enhancement [12].

Regarding loss of hedonic function, although all hotspots

are capable of enhancing expressions of ‘liking’ when

appropriately stimulated, only the posterior VP hotspot

appears to be necessary for normal ‘liking’ [13]. Disrupt-

ing neural activity in the VP hotspot, either by pharma-

cological inhibition or via neurochemical lesion that

destroys VP neurons, eliminates normal ‘liking’ and

replaces with excessive ‘disgust’ reactions even to

sweetness, by releasing activity within negative ‘disgust’

generating circuitry (i.e., disinhibition) [13,14�].

Neural mechanisms of incentive salience
‘wanting’
‘Liking’ is the hedonic kernel of pleasant reward, but is

only one part of reward. Incentive salience, or ‘wanting’, is
nting’
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 dark green) versus ‘liking’ (smaller network of discrete hedonic

 can enhance the hedonic impact of pleasant rewards).
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a mesolimbic process that makes stimuli in the world

become attractive, attention-grabbing, ‘wanted’, and able

to trigger urges for associated rewards. Incentive salience

gives motivational oomph to conscious desires for plea-

sures, and zest for life, but too-intense ‘wanting’ for

maladaptive targets can also oppose an individual with

addiction who has a sincere cognitive desire to abstain

(Figure 2).

Incentive salience ‘wanting’ processes can also be mea-

sured objectively, and obey a signature set of psychologi-

cal rules: 1) Incentive salience is attributed to Pavlovian

cues that predict reward (conditioned stimuli; CSs). Cues

thus become powerful triggers of motivation to seek and

consume their associated reward. For example, the smell

of food cooking can trigger an urge to eat, and similarly,

drug cues and contexts can trigger addicted individuals to

relapse even when they consciously wish to abstain.

Cue-triggered urges to obtain reward are often measured

in animal studies using Pavlovian-Instrumental Transfer

(PIT) or in cue-triggered relapse procedures, where a
Figure 2
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Conceptual representation of the relative ratios of ‘liking’ versus

‘wanting’ in avolition, normal well-being, and addiction states. ‘Liking’

(yellow) and ‘wanting’ (green) are shown relative to baseline levels

(dotted black line). In avolition or motivational anhedonia, a selective

deficit in ‘wanting’ (green line) drains value from life rewards, even if

hedonic, ‘liking’ reaction (yellow line) remains intact. In well-being

(center), ‘liking’ and ‘wanting’ are in balance, so that healthy ‘liking’

reactions contribute a positive hedonic component to happiness, and

‘wanting’ adds zest to life in the form of motivational value. In

addiction (right), ‘wanting’ becomes excessive due to incentive

sensitization of mesocorticolimbic dopamine-related systems that

mediate incentive salience, even if ‘liking’ declines. A similar selective

exaggeration of excessive ‘wanting’ may also produce ‘wanting what

hurts’ induced by amygdala optogenetic stimulation that co-opts the

mesocorticolimbic ‘wanting’ system.
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Pavlovian CS elicits cue-triggered ‘wanting’ to instru-

mentally pursue reward UCS. 2) Reward cues also

become attractive, as well as triggers, so that a Pavlovian

CS often elicits approach and manipulation. Cue attrac-

tion is often measured in sign-tracking, autoshaping and

attention-capture studies, and attractive CSs may even

sometimes be consumed similarly to their UCS reward. 3)

When absent, ‘wanted’ reward cues may be actively

sought, which is sometimes studied using instrumental

conditioned reinforcement procedures, where individuals

must work to obtain the cue [5,15–17]. 4) The intensity of

incentive salience triggered by a given cue is modulated

by relevant physiological states such as appetite, satiety,

stress, drug intoxication, and so on. Similarly, current

brain states, including mesolimbic sensitization, can pow-

erfully modulate the intensity of cue-triggered incentive

salience [6,11,18–25].

Addiction
The incentive-sensitization theory of addiction posits

enduring mesolimbic hyper-reactivity to drug cues,

induced by sensitization of dopamine-related circuitry,

to cause excessive cue-triggered ‘wanting’ to take

drugs in individuals with addiction [26]. This is due to

alterations in dopamine neurons as well as related

changes in pre-synaptic neurons in ventral tegmentum,

post-synaptic neurons in NAc and neostriatum, and cor-

tico-limbic glutamate neurons that interact with dopa-

mine [27��,28–30]. The persistence of neural sensitization

leaves sensitized individuals vulnerable to cue-triggered

relapse even after long periods of abstinence [31,32].

Incentive-sensitization can create a dissonance between

mesolimbic ‘wanting’ to relapse and cognitive wanting to

abstain when encountering drug cues, which becomes

even further exacerbated during stress or emotional

arousal states that heighten mesolimbic responsiveness

to drug cues [33]. Endogenous incentive-sensitization

with mesolimbic hyper-reactivity has also been suggested

to occur spontaneously in especially vulnerable individu-

als to cause food, gambling, sex, and related behavioral

addictions [34–39].

Translational applications of ‘wanting’ versus ‘liking’ to

human addictions

The incentive-sensitization theory of addiction was pro-

posed in 1993, and throughout the 1990s, was almost

entirely based on objective ‘liking’ and ‘wanting’ mea-

sures in animals. Beginning around 2000, human studies

began to separately tease apart subjective ratings of

wanting versus liking for drug or food rewards, and to

simultaneously manipulate dopamine levels in people as

they rated rewards. It became clear that dopamine manip-

ulations altered subjective reward wanting but not sub-

jective reward liking [40,41]. Similarly, evidence emerged

that drugs can sensitize human dopamine systems too,

and that dopamine sensitization may produce increases in

wanting ratings but not euphoria or liking ratings [42,43].
www.sciencedirect.com
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Thus, incentive-sensitization, though discovered in

rodents, seems to have significant translational applica-

tions to human addiction. A therapeutic implication is

that addiction therapies may need to focus on addressing

excessive ‘wants’.

Addiction might be comparable to the situation of Tan-

talus, a greedy king in Greek mythology, who was pun-

ished by the gods by eternal temptation while in a state of

extreme hunger and thirst. In the myth, Tantalus’s thirsty

torture is increased by the temptation of standing up to

his neck in a sparkling pool of cool drinkable water, but

the water recedes whenever he dips his head to try to

drink. Similarly, a tree full of delicious fruit hangs just

above his head, but the fruit spoils and rots each time he

tries to reach for a bite. Tantalus is the origin of the

English word ‘tantalize’, meaning to tempt to the point of

torment. In some ways, this story may reflect the experi-

ences of individuals with addiction who are tortured by

their intense ‘wanting’ that persists even if the drug is no

longer ‘liked’, even after withdrawal is gone, and even

despite a cognitive intention to abstain.

Recent insights into ‘wanting’ mechanisms
In recent studies we used optogenetic manipulations of

NAc and amygdala to explore brain mechanisms that focus

intense ‘wanting’ narrowly onto particular targets. These

use virus microinjections carrying a photoreceptor gene,

such as channelrhodopsin (ChR2), into targeted neurons

in a brain structure. Laser light delivered by implanted

optic fibers subsequently stimulates gene-expressing neu-

rons. For example, we found that optogenetic activation of

NAc shell neurons that express either D1-type dopamine

receptors or D2-type dopamine receptors can be reward-

ing at least in some circumstances [44�]. Conversely, and

somewhat paradoxically local pharmacological inhibition

of NAc neurons can also generate increases in incentive

motivation in rats to consume reward, such as promoting

eating and food intake, presumably by altering

downstream targets in hypothalamus, VP, and ventral

tegmentum. NAc-induced increase in incentive motiva-

tion depends on endogenous local D1 dopamine signals in

NAc, and can also be prevented by opposing the drug-

induced inhibition of NAc neurons with local optogenetic

excitation at the same site [45�].

Narrow focusing of maladaptive ‘wanting’
A hallmark of addictive motivation, besides intensity, is

narrowness of focus on targets of addiction. For instance,

motivation to pursue the addicted target may take prece-

dence over the pursuit of life’s other rewards, so that

health, success, and well-being may suffer. Recently, we

probed neural mechanisms that may play an important

role in narrowly focusing the assignment of maladaptively

intense incentive salience on a particular target. For

example, in one experiment, we paired optogenetic laser

stimulation of neurons in the central nucleus of the
www.sciencedirect.com 
amygdala (CeA) associatively with earning either sucrose

or intravenous cocaine. Rats whose CeA stimulation was

paired with sucrose consequently became ‘sucrose

addicts’ that vigorously pursued only sucrose and ignored

the chance to earn cocaine. Other rats whose CeA stimu-

lation was paired with cocaine became ‘cocaine addicts’

that pursued only cocaine and ignored sucrose [46��].
Similarly, if rats are faced with two identical sucrose

options, or with two cocaine options, but only one of

those two equal rewards is paired with CeA stimulation,

the rats subsequently pursue only their laser-paired

sucrose reward [47] or laser-paired cocaine reward [48]

and ignore the equal alternative. Yet most of these rats did

not apparently ‘want’ CeA optogenetic laser much itself:

most rats would not self-stimulate laser activation of their

CeA by touching a neutral object that delivered a brief

laser pulse, or by returning to a place where CeA laser was

delivered. Rather than becoming intensely ‘wanted’

itself, CeA laser made its associatively paired sucrose

or cocaine reward become intensely and narrowly

‘wanted’, by recruiting activation of mesolimbic circuitry

that generates incentive salience [46��]. Others have

shown that CeA activation can make a paired sucrose

reward ‘wanted’ over a larger alternative sucrose reward,

and that rats persisted in pursuing CeA-paired sucrose

even when their lever presses were punished by electric

shock [49��].

A neural mechanism for dangerous desire:
‘wanting’ what hurts
Is it possible to even ‘want what hurts you’? If so, this

would be perhaps the most conclusive proof of principle

demonstration that ‘wanting’ can become independent of

‘liking’ [46��]. This demonstration was recently provided

in our laboratory, again using optogenetic stimulation of

the CeA, but this time paired with encounters of a painful

target: an electrified metal shock-rod protruding a few

centimeters from one wall of a large chamber, which if

voluntarily touched delivered a mild electric shock [46��].
No rat was ever forced to touch the shock-rod, but normal

rats typically explored and touched the shock-rod once or

twice out of curiosity, and then avoided it. They subse-

quently remained as far as possible from the shock-rod,

and emitted defensive behaviors toward it, such as bury-

ing it. By contrast, rats with paired CeA optogenetic-

stimulations became maladaptively attracted to the

shock-rod, via recruitment of mesolimbic dopamine-

related circuitry. CeA rats eagerly hovered over the

shock-rod and touched it repeatedly, and so subjected

themselves voluntarily to multiple shocks. These

CeA-stimulated rats would even repeatedly climb over

an occluding barrier to reach the shock-rod, and again

receive several shocks.

A separate test indicated that shock-rod cues had become

attractive via incentive salience. These CeA-stimulated
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2021, 39:72–78
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rats were willing to learn a new nosepoke response and to

work hard to earn presentations of a shock-associated

auditory cue, which had also been paired with shock-

rod encounters (i.e., instrumental conditioned reinforce-

ment test) [46��]. In other words, shock-rod cues had

taken on incentive salience and become ‘wanted’ in

themselves.

Yet the CeA study also showed that the same amygdala

laser stimulations could flip valence to negative, oppo-

sitely magnifying fearful freezing and avoidance reactions

in a different Pavlovian fear conditioning situation (i.e.,

where an auditory cue predicted inescapable footshock),

even in the same CeA rats that were attracted to their

shock-rod [46��]. These findings show that even negative

painful stimuli can gain incentive salience to become

maladaptively ‘miswanted’. They also show that CeA

recruitment of mesocorticolimbic circuitry can take

multiple affective modes, either positive or negative in

valence. Thus, overlapping circuitry may dynamically

participate as shared components in both ‘wanting’ and

‘fear’, depending on situational factors.

Conclusion
Key aspects of positive affect in reward include, ‘liking’,

‘wanting’, and learning components, which are shared by

diverse life pleasures, and may even contribute to overall

happiness. For example, Aristotle suggested that happi-

ness consists of both hedonia or pleasure, which may have

roots in ‘liking’, and eudaimonia or meaningful fulfill-

ment [2,50,51]. Neural generators of pleasurable ‘liking’

reactions may be relevant particularly to understanding

brain mechanisms for the hedonic half of happiness. For

example, nucleus accumbens activation correlates with

subjective well-being in older adults [52], and meditating

Buddhist monks show increased insula activity [53,54]. A

form of happiness involving ‘liking’ without ‘wanting’

might be described by ‘sukha’, a Buddhist term for a state

of bliss and happiness experienced during meditation that

is free from desires [55]. However, mesolimbic ‘wanting’,

although not intrinsically pleasurable in itself, in proper

balance may also add zest to life by contributing motiva-

tionally significant properties that make pleasures desir-

able. Yet excessive ‘wanting’ can impair well-being and

cause maladaptive addictions, or even ‘wanting what

hurts’. In conclusion, a balance of ‘liking’ and ‘wanting’

is important for positive emotion and well-being.
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